
SAMPLE

General Introduction

Th e Editors of this series are convinced that the Christian 

Church as a whole is confronted with a great though largely 

silent crisis, and also with an unparalleled opportunity. Th ey 

have a common mind concerning the way in which this crisis 

and opportunity should be met. Th e time has gone by when 

“apologetics” could be of any great value. Something more 

is needed than a defence of propositions already accepted 

on authority, for the present spiritual crisis is essentially a 

questioning of authority if not a revolt against it. It may be 

predicted that the number of people who are content simply to 

rest their religion on the authority of the Bible or the Church 

is steadily diminishing, and with the growing eff ectiveness 

of popular education will continue to diminish. We shall not 

therefore meet the need, if we have rightly diagnosed it, by 

dissertations, however learned, on the interpretation of the 

Bible or the history of Christian doctrine. Nothing less is 

required than a candid, courageous and well-informed eff ort 

to think out anew, in the light of modern knowledge, the 

foundation affi  rmations of our common Christianity. Th is is 

the aim of every writer in this series.

A further agreement is, we hope, characteristic of the 

books which will be published in the series. Th e authors 

have a common mind not only with regard to the problem 

but also with regard to the starting-point of reconstruc-
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tion.  Th ey desire to lay stress upon the value and validity 

of religious experience and to develop their theology on 

the basis of the religious consciousness. In so doing they 

claim to be in harmony with modern thought. Th e massive 

achievements of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have 

been built up on the method of observation and experiment, 

on experience, not on abstract a priori reasoning. Our 

contention is that the moral and spiritual experience of 

mankind has the right to be considered, and demands to be 

understood.

Many distinguished thinkers might be quoted in support 

of the assertion that philosophers are now prepared in 

a greater measure than formerly to consider religions 

experience as among the most Significant of their data. 

One of the greatest has said, “There is nothing more real 

than what comes in religion. To compare facts such as these 

with what is given to us in outward existence would be 

to trif le with the subject. The man who demands a reality 

more solid than that of the religious consciousness, seeks 

he does not know what.”1 Nor does this estimate of religious 

experience come only from idealist thinkers. A philosopher 

who writes from the standpoint of mathematics and 

natural science has expressed the same thought in even 

more forcible language. “The fact of religious vision, and 

its history of persistent expansion, is our one ground for 

optimism. Apart from it, human life is a f lash of occasional 

enjoyments lighting up a mass of pain and misery, a 

bagatelle of transient experience.”2

1. F. H. Bradley, Appearance and Reality, p. 449.
2. A. N. Whitehead, Science and the Modem World, p. 276.
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Th e conviction that religious experience is to be taken as 

the starting-point of theological reconstruction does not, 

of course, imply that we are absolved from the labour of 

thought. On the contrary, it should serve as the stimulus to 

thought. No experience can be taken at its face value; it must 

be criticised and interpreted. Just as natural science could 

not exist without experience and the thought concerning 

experience, so theology cannot exist without the religious 

consciousness and refl ection upon it. Nor do we mean by 

“experience” anything less than the whole experience of 

the human race, so far as it has shared in the Christian 

consciousness. As Mazzini fi nely said, “Tradition and 

conscience are the two wings given to the human soul to 

reach the truth.”

It has been the aim of the writers and the Editors of the 

series to produce studies of the main aspects of Christianity 

which will be intelligible and interesting to the general 

reader and at the same time may be worthy of the attention 

of the specialist. Aft er all, in religion we are dealing with 

a subject-matter which is open to all and the plan of the 

works does not require that they shall delve very deeply 

into questions of minute scholarship. We have had the 

ambition to produce volumes which might find a useful 

place on the shelves of the clergyman and minister, and no 

less on those of the intelligent lay- man. Perhaps we may 

have done something to bridge the gulf which too often 

separates the pulpit from the pew.

Naturally, the plan of our series has led us to give the 

utmost freedom to the authors of the books to work out 

their own lines of thought, and our part has been strictly 

confi ned to the invitation to contribute, and to suggestions 
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concerning the mode of presentation. We hope that the 

series will contribute something useful to the great debate on 

religion which is proceeding in secret in the mind of our age, 

and we humbly pray that their endeavours and ours may be 

blessed by the Spirit of Truth for the building up of Christ’s 

Universal Church.
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